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The use of visual arts as a method for teaching vocabulary
comprehension, literal comprehension, interpretive comprehension, and
evaluative comprehension was investigated.

Literature was cited on

individuals and programs using visual arts as a method of teaching
reading.

Visual art related learning activities were developed from this

information for use by classroom teachers and for future testing.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Reading comprehension is a critical skill for student success
in schools. There are students who seem unable to develop this
ability with traditional instructional methods currently used in
many classrooms.

Visual arts used as a tool in remediating reading

comprehension may be one way to help these students improve
their comprehension abilities.
Statement of the Problem
The problem investigated in this study related to the difficulty
many students have in comprehending written materials as they
read.

Comprehension of vocabulary, literal comprehension,

interpretive comprehension, and evaluative comprehension, are
serious problems for these students.

Finding ways of developing

such skills in these students with comprehension difficulties is an
on going investigation.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to develop visual art learning
activities.

These visual art learning activities served as a

medium, and as visual stimuli for the remediation of four
comprehension areas which included:
literal comprehension,

comprehending vocabulary,

interpretive comprehension, and evaluative

comprehension.
Significance of the Study
Investigation suggested evidence that visual arts were an
effective method of remediation and learning activities were
developed using that evidence. These learning activities may be
useful in remediation of the four reading comprehension problems
described above. Tests of these learning activities should be done
to measure the significance of each of these strategies in
remediation.
Procedures to Be Used
This study employed descriptive research methodology. The
resources of Central Washington University were utilized in this
investigation and in the collection of evidence.

From this
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information, learning activities have been developed for use in
remediation of vocabulary comprehension, literal comprehension,
interpretive comprehension, and evaluative comprehension .
Limitations of This Study
Limitations of this study were:
1. This study was limited to four areas of reading
comprehension , which included vocabulary comprehension,

literal

comprehension, interpretive comprehension, and evaluative
comprehension.
2. The target population of this study were students in grades
three, four, and five .
3.

Learning activities developed were centered around

visual

arts. Visual arts were used as visual stimuli and as a method of
expressing comprehension.
Definition of Terms as Used in This Study
Aesthetic.

The ability to critically evaluate something as

pleasing or good (Morris, 1976).
Creative.

The process whereby an individual originates or

produces something new (Morris, 1975).
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Evaluative Comprehension. A reader's ability to make a
judgment based on his interpretation of text.

This skill is used to

evaluate advertisements, truth from fiction, the author's position,
or contractual language for example (Robeck & Wallace, 1 990).
Grapholinguistic.

Teaching reading through art (Platt, 1991 ) .

Interpretive Comprehension

A reader's ability to synthesize

or take the author's meaning beyond the page based on his or her
past experience.

This would also include skills such as

classification, and inferring (Robeck & Wallace, 1 990) .
Learning Activities .

Lesson activities developed to assist the

instructor or practitioner in using the visual arts as a method to
teach reading comprehension.
Literal Comprehension.

A reader's ability to recall factual

information (Robeck & Wallace, 1 990).
Visual Stimuli.

Works of fine art or an author's words which

stimulate a reader to use both surface and deep structure to
interpret meaning.
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CHAPTER 4
Learning Activities
Four sections

include learning activities for each of:

vocabulary comprehension, literal comprehension, interpretative
comprehension, and evaluative comprehension.
Each activity is presented on one page with the title of the
activity depicted in at the top.

Under this, a specific skill or

strategy will be stated under which the materials necessary will
be found, followed by the description of the particular activity.
illustration

An

of an activity card will be found at the bottom of the

page or on the next page giving instructions to the student on how
to proceed with the activity.

The last eight learning activities are

two groups of four sequenced activities.

The first group contains

character development sequenced activities. The second group are
sequenced object development activities.

Each of these two sets

are to be used as a group of four activities in sequence.
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Learning Activities
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Drawing Vocabulary Words

The student will learn to visualize
and read vocabulary words.
[Ml

@1 LC®

li ~

@l

~~-- -- - Student will need a packet of three by
five inch index cards, and a pencil.

A~ it hd it r_ ___

__The teacher will

select vocabulary
words from a story to be read that
students can draw. The teacher will
preview these words with the students. The students will draw a
picture of one word on three by five card and write the word below.

Activity Card
your words.

Take a card and draw a picture of one of
Next write the word under the picture.

Do this for each of your vocabulary words.
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Drawing Nouns

_
[Ml ©l Lt~ li ~ ® ~ ~ - - --

Students will identify nouns in their
story, and be able to visualize them.
- Student will need a packet of three by
five inch index cards, and a pencil.

- - - -- - The teacher will select nouns from a
story to be read and preview these
words. The student will draw a picture
of the noun on a three by five card and write the word below the
picture.

Activity Card

Take a three by five card and draw a
picture of one of the nouns your teacher has selected. Then
write the word under the picture.

Do this for each of the nouns selected by your teacher.
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l®~~©[n)

Three "D" Vocabulary

C©M [p)lf®lh1@[i[J~0©[i[J

Students will be able to visualize
vocabulary words from their story.

[Ml ©I it® If O©I~~---- - Students will need modeling clay.

Atithdit~_ _ _ __

The teacher will select vocabulary
words that lend themselves to being
sculpted, from a story to be read by the
student. The teacher will preview these words with the student
and direct the student to make a model of these words.

Activity Card

Using modeling clay make a model of
the vocabulary word the teacher has given you.

Do this with each of the words your teacher has given you.
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Picture

Dictionary

Student will recognize vocabulary
words, and be able to visualize the
words.
_ _ _ _ _Twenty-six pages of wide lined
notebook paper, and a note book for
A~ tt Oo// 0tt 'Y
storage. Pencils and marking pens.
_ _ __ _ Using vocabulary words, nouns, and
other words from books that the
student read, or will be reading, the student will write the
definition of each word and illustrate those that lend themselves
to rendering. These words will be kept in alphabetic order.

Activity Card

STEP 1. Take the twenty-six
pieces of notebook paper that your teacher has given you and
put each letter of the alphabet on a separate page.

and write what it means next to it.
Then draw a picture of that word.
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Word to Picture Match

Student will learn that letters and
words have meaning, and that artists
paint words, and authors write pictures.
M ~ lt ~ [f' O©1 ~~ _ _ ___ Fine art works depicting kings, queens,
and other things or situations
identifiable by the student. Cards with
these words written on them.
A~ lt O'¥/ o lt 'JI
The teacher will read a fairy tale that
contains vocabulary written on the cards. Students will listen and
then try to match the written words with the picture provided by
the teacher.

Activity Card

Match the words on the cards
with pictures the teacher gave you.

1

l
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Character Recognition

Student will be able to recall charters
from a story.

!Ml cfil lt ® lr' O cfil ~~ _ _ ___ Three by five cards cut in half, pencils,
marking pens.

A CG lt hd lt ~ _ _ _ _ _ The teacher will describe, or read a
description of several characters in the
story. The student will draw two
pictures of each character in the story ( one character per card )
and put the character name under each picture. Students, with a
partner will combine the other partners character cards and play a
card game matching cards. Each student will be dealt five cards.
Taking turns, students will ask their partner for a character in
their hand. If the other player doesn't have that character they
have to draw from the pile. When matches are made the student
calls the character name and lays down matching pairs. The first to
run out of cards wins.

Activity card on next page.
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STEP 2. Pick a partner. Shuffle
both sets of cards together. Deal
five cards each. Put the remaining cards in a pile between you.
STEP 3. Take turns asking for a
match to one of the characters in
your hand. If you don't get your
character draw a card from the
pile. Any time you have or get a pair that matches call the
character's name and lay down the pair.
STEP 4. The first person to run out of cards wins the game.
STEP 5. Now go read the book a look for these characters as
ou read.
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l~~~©[n)

C©!Ml[p)[i®;J[n)®J!iil~~©!iil

lM

@I

Concentration

_ _ Student will develop recall of factual
information and word recognition.

Lt ®J li ~@I~~

A~ Lt~'¥/~ Lt Y/

Three by five cards, a pencil, and
markers.

From a story to be read, or from a story
already read, the teacher will have the
student draw a picture of one of their
vocabulary words on one card and in small letters write the word
at the bottom of the card. On another card the student will write
the word in large letters. The student will do this for vocabulary
words and characters in the story.
When the cards are finished, students will get a partner and
play concentration. Students shuffle the cards and lay them face
down on the table. Students take turns turning one card over and
then another to match. As they do this they will read the word on
the card. When players are able to match a pair they remove them
from the table.
When all the cards are gone the player with the most cards
wins.

Activity card on next page.
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Activity Card

Make a game of concentration.
STEP 1. Take vocabulary words, names of characters, and
make two cards for each word. One card with a picture of
the word and the other card with just the word.
STEP 2. Find a partner and
shuffle your cards and lay them
face down on the table.

~~~
c_._.____/§q

STEP 3. Next turn two cards over
trying to make a match. When a
~
player turns a card they must read
/---,.
the word on the card. Each player
~.6
will remove and keep the cards
they match. If your cards don't match turn them back over, an
the other player takes a turn. When all the cards have been
matched, the player with the most cards wins.
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Draw a Word Picture

The student will be able to recall
factual information and depict it in an
organized form.
[Ml~ Lt~ If~~~~ _ _ ___ The student will need an excerpt from a
story that will lend itself to being
drawn, pencil, drawing paper.
A~ Lt~_~-~Lt_YJ_ _ _ ___ After reading an excerpt from a story,
the student will draw what they
understand.

Activity Card

Read part of a story and draw a
picture of what you have just read. Include as much detail in
your picture as possible.

_L
I

I

I
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Life Cycles

Students will be able to recall and
depict facts of non-fiction.
[Ml ©l lC ® lf ~ ©l ~~ _ _ ___ Grade level expository text delineating

life cycle of a butterfly, pencil and
drawing paper, butterfly, or a picture of
one.
A~ lC o ~ o lC :»1'
The teacher will show the butterfly, or
picture of a butterfly to the students.
Vocabulary words, and their meaning,
such as metamorphosis, larva, pupa, cocoon, should be discussed.
The student, should then read the section of the text dealing with
the life cycle of the butterfly. To reinforce factual recall, have
the student depict, and label the delineated life cycle.

Activity card on the following page.
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Activity Card

STEP 1. Look at a butterfly or
picture of a butterfly. Talk about butterfly words, such as:
Adult, egg, larva, pupa, cocoon, metamorphoses.
STEP 2. Read the book that your
teacher has provided about
butterflies.

STEP 3. Now draw a picture of
the life cycle of the butterfly,
and label each step.
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l~~~©[n]

C@M[P)[i®[h®l7i1~~@17i1

M ©11t ® [i ~ ©1 ~ ~

Draw a Smile

_

Classifying and synthesizing the authors
meaning.

_ _ _ _ Joke book, or humorous poetry,

appropriate to student reading level,
pencil and drawing paper.
_ __ _ _ The student will read a joke or poem
from the book provided by the teacher.
The student will then draw a smile that
fits the joke or poem deciding if it is halirously funny, just
somewhat amusing, classifying the degree or type of humor. The
second step, have the student draw a smile and then find a joke or
poem to match the schema the student intends for their smile.

Activity Card

STEP 1. Read 3 or 4 jokes or
poems. Then draw a smile to fit each joke.

STEP 2. Next draw 3 or 4 smiles
and find a poem to fit the smile.
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Draw a Rhyme

_

M@l 1t ® rr n@l ~ ~

_____

The student will learn to synthesize
meaning, and classify word that rhyme.
Notebook paper, drawing paper, pencil,
and markers or crayons.

Acc:1tn~n1t)"' _ __ _ _ On

the students notebook paper they
will make two columns, and make a list
of rhyming words. Ten to twelve pairs
of words should suffice. On the drawing paper, students should try
to draw and illustrate a rhyme.

Activity Card

STEP 1. Fold your notebook paper
in half and make a list of pairs of words that rhyme. One
word on each side of the fold.
STEP 2. On your drawing paper
try to draw a picture of the two
rhyming words.

line
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Character

Interpretation

_

!Ml~ lt ® rr ~ ~ ~
O

_

Student will interpret story meaning,
classify characters, synthesize a new
set.ting for the story.
_ _ _ _ Pencil, tagboard, markers, crayons,
brads, tongue depressors. A book with
simple plot and variety of character.

A~ lt O'o// o lt Y/

Students will read the story suggested
by the teacher, taking note of the story,
plot and characters. The teacher will
then suggest that the students make paper puppets of all the
characters in a different time, place or setting. For example
Cinderella story and character today. When puppets are finished
have a puppet show based on the story structure of book that they
read, in the selected time and setting.

Activity card on the next page.
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Activity Card

STEP 1. Read the story the
teacher gave you.
STEP 2. Make puppets of the
STEP 3. Put on a show with
people in this story. Make your your people. Make the story
people look like they live in a
happen in a different time or
different time or place.
place
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Time Sequencing

l~~~©lnJ

<C@lm[p)!r®lh ®lnl ~ O@lnl

tt ®J ir O@l ~ ~

_

Synthesizing, inferring, classifying.

Reading level appropriate story with an
obvious sequence. Pencil, and story
board paper.
- -- - - The student will read one fourth to one
half of the story. Tell the student that
Tommy Time Traveler wants them to
travel ahead in time and complete the story by making up and
drawing what happens next in each successive box of the story
board sheet. Explain what is meant by a sequence. Emphasis that
there is no right or wrong way for the story to end.
lMl @l

_____

Activity Card Tommy Time Traveler
STEP 1. Read about half of your story. STEP 2. Go with
Tommy Time Traveler ahead in the story, making up an end to
the story. STEP 3. Draw the ending on the paper your teacher
gives you.

Use the story board paper the teacher gives you to finish the
story.
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Story

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11 .

12.

Board

Page

so
Conceptualize Visualize

- - -- Classification of characters.

_ _ __ __ _ Select a story that has characters
similar to a clasic work of art.
Find a picture of the art work.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ The student will read a story, or
the teacher will read a story to
the student. Who will classify
the figures in a work of as being, or not being similar to those
characters in the story read.

Activity Card

Look at the picture the teacher
gave you. Can you find people in the picture that might look
like people in the story? Write the name of the people from
the story you see in the in the space below.
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Expository

_

lMl

Synthesis

Synthesizing, and inferring.

©1 lt ® tr O©1 ~~ _ _ _ _ _ An expository text at reading level

explaining the life cycle of an animal,
pencil, paper , crayons or markers.
O
0
A~ lt o// lt :J- - - - - Have the student read about the life
cycle of an existing, or prehistoric
animal. Next have the student draw the
life cycle of a fictional creature, possibly from another planet.

Activity Card

STEP 1. Read in the book the
teacher gave you about the life cycles of different animals.
STEP 2. Now draw a picture of a creature from another planet
and its life cycle.

l.

2.

y.l

@

3.
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Instructions for Pictures

Inference to sequencing instructions.

!Ml @1 it ®l lr ~ @1 ~ ~ _ _ _ _ Photocopy of the activity card below
depicting instructions.

Pencil.

A ~ it hd Lt Y_____ Using the picture instructions on the
activity card the student will write
instructions for the pictured sequence .

Activity Card

Write instructions for each picture.

Mil

4.
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l~~~©[n)

Name to Design and Color

lC©M[p)lr'®l~®J[n)~~©[n]

_

Interpretation of information into
students own opinion.

M ©1 'lt ®J lr' ~ ©l ~~ _

_ _ _ _ Drawing paper, crayons or markers, a
reading passage with a clearly defined
character.
A~ 'tt hd 'tt V_____ The student will read a story passage
noting a specific character as they read .
When reading passage has been
completed ask the student to design and color the name of this
character as it might appear on a poster announcing the book.

Activity

Card

STEP 1. Read the story the
teacher gave you .. STEP 2. Now make a poster of the name of
your favorite character in this story, and color it the color
you feel it should be .
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l®~~©[n)

Character Evaluation Cartoon

CC©MIP)lf®lru ®lnl ~ O©lnl

The student will evaluate the
characters and try to place them in a
fitting cartoon situation.
M ©I tt ® If a ©I~~- -- - - Student will need a pencil to draw with
color markers, and drawing paper.
Examples of different cartoons.
A~ it
it 1- - - - - Students will evaluate the characters
from a story they are reading with the
idea of making a cartoon of these
characters in a setting or circumstance they might be found in
outside of the story. Teacher will look at cartoons and cartoon
situations with the students before they begin.

a~ a

Activity Card

STEP l. Look at the cartoons the
teacher has given you, and read your story.

twtk~ \

STEP 2. Draw a picture with one of your characters in a

cartoon.

l. •

ff(I

\
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Story

Awards

The student will evaluate his or her
story and make a judgment or critique.

!Ml ©l lt ®l li ~ ©l ~~ _ __

_ _ Drawing paper, pencil, colored markers,

and examples of awards or certificates.
- - - - - Discuss with the student different
kinds of awards. Explain that awards
can be for good works or for works
judged to be not so good. The teacher might suggest awards for:
Fantastic, Just Ok, or The Big Turkey.

Activity Card

Using the paper the teacher gave
you make an award for the story you have just read .

../Au)~b

0~~

l•)
t.J

,,)

.,

::1)

{
Then write wh

ou think this stor
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Evaluate Directions

_

The student will learn to judge whether
directions are cogent and clear.

lMl @l Lt ®J If~ @l ~~- - -- - Students will need picture directions
and written directions developed by
other students. Paper and pencil.
11
11
A~ ~ '¥1 ~ Y- - -- - The student will read and evaluate
directions drawn and written by other
students for the completion of a task.
After reading the directions
the students will evaluated how easy
/
they were to follow and understand.

Activity Card

Look at picture and word
directions. Are they clear? Are they hard to read? Write what
you thin k. How would you change them?

4c-t;._,

''ly
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Abstract Painting to Story

The student will learn to evaluate and
make judgments regarding works of
art and their relationship to a story.
[Ml ©11t ® lF ~ ©1 ~~ _ _ _ _ _ Abstract or abstract expressionistic
paintings. Paper and pencil.

A~ 1-t hd 1-t 31_ _ _ _ _ Have

students observe a painting, talk
about shapes, colors, textures, warm
colors, cool colors, and feelings
paintings can give you. Student will read a story and then observe
the painting again. In an oral discussion or in writing the student
will evaluate how the painting could relate to the story.

Activity Card

Look at the painting the teacher
has. Read your story and tell what part of the story made you
feel like the painting.
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Character Sequencing
Activity 1

l®~~©[n)

!C @M[p)!r®lru®mi ~ o@mi

_

Student will learn to recognize facts
and names from a story.

M ©1 tt ®Ira ©1 ~ ~ _ _ _ __ Pencil, paper, and a story at readers
level with clearly defined, and
described character.
ACGtta~attr_ _ _ __ The student will begin this sequence
with lightly drawing a stick figure on a
piece of paper. After reading a small
portion of the story and identifying one of the characters they will
label the figure with that name.

Activity Card 1

STEP 1. Draw a stick person on
your paper. Read some of the story, choose a character to
name your stick person.
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Character Sequencing
Activity 2

Students will recall facts from the
story.

M @lit® rr a@l ~ ~ _ __ _

Stick figure from activity 1 and a
pencil.

~~ito~oitr

_ __ __ As the student reads the story they will
add detail to the figure. For example is
the figure a boy of girl. What kind of
clothes does the character have on?

Activity Card 2

As you find out more about
your character draw those details on your figure.

~

JJ'" ~ .
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Character Sequencing
Activity 3

_

1M ©lit® lr ~ ©l ~ ~-

Student will extend authors meaning to
a scene from the story synthesizing a
picture.
- - - Figure from activity 2, pencil, and
markers.

- -- - - Student will illustrate a scene around
the character based on a scene they
read in the story.

Activity Card 3

Use your character from
activity 2 and add a scene from the story.
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Character Sequencing
Activity 4

_

Students will use judgment to create a
new setting for story characters.

[Ml ©l tt ® li ~ ©l ~~ _ _ ___ Paper, pencil, and colored markers.

- - - - - The student will use the character
developed from Activity 3 and place
this character in contrasting situation.
Explain to the student this could mean a different time, setting, or
situation not found in the story.

Activity Card 4

Use the character you
made in Activity 3 and put them in a new time, or place not
found in the story.

A
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Object Development
Activity 1

The student will learn to visualize
vocabulary words from their stories.

lMl ©l U: ® rr ~ ©l ~ ~

_ _ ___ Pencil, paper, and colored markers.

A~ U: hf~ U: V_____ The teacher will select vocabulary
words that are objects from the story
that the student is about to read.
Discuss with the student the object and its usage. The student
will draw a picture of this object and write an explanation of how
the object is used.

Activity Card 1

Talk to the teacher about
your vocabulary word and its uses. Then draw a picture of it.
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Object Development
Activity 2

The student will learn to recall factual
information and record it.

lMl ©1 it® lr ~ ©1 ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ Paper, pencil, and colored markers.

A (C; it hd it r _____ Explain to the student how frustrating
it is to get peanut butter from the bottom of the jar. Describe how
you need something to reach way down and scrape those last bits
out of the bottom. Now ask the student to use these facts and draw
what this object might look like.

Activity Card 2

Listen to the teacher talk about
this tool. Then draw a picture of what it may look like.

How can you get it out?
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Object Development
Activity 3

_

Student will classify and synthesize
information.

!Ml ©l 1!: ® li ~ ©l ~~ _ _ _ _ Paper, pencil, and colored markers.

Acethdty_ _ _ _ _ Students

will draw a picture of
someone using the object from activity 2. They will write where
in the house this object might be found.

Activity Card 3

Draw a picture of someone
using the object from activity 2, and write where in the
house you would find it.

0

0
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Object Development
Activity 4

_

Student will make a judgment and take
a position based on his understanding.

M ©l lt ®.l [i O©l ~ ~- -- - - Drawing paper notebook paper pencil,
and colored markers.

A~ lt 3~ 3lt Y_ __ __

Student will take a position on the
usefulness of the object, write an ad
for the newspaper and illustrate it.

Activity Card 4

Take the paper the teacher gives
you and write an ad for the object you made in activity 3
and 4. Make a drawing to go with the ad .

........

'

ITS TIIEl3ES
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CHAPTER 5
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary
The purpose of this study was to review research and develop
visual arts activities that could be used by the classroom teacher.
Learning activities were developed to address students in grades
three, four, and five.
Comprehension of vocabulary, literal comprehension,
interpretive comprehension, and evaluative comprehension are a
problem for some students. This study developed visual art
learning activities which could be used by classroom teachers to
help remediate that problem.
Library research suggested visual arts could be important
multifaceted elements in the reading processes suggesting:
1. Visual arts are a strong motivator for the success and
participation of many students. This may be the most significant
element of this approach.
2. Visual arts were a natural method of expression that begins
before letter and word recognition.
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3.

Visual arts use many of the same visual and cognitive

functions that reading uses.
4.

Visual art, like reading, was a communication system for

surface and deep structure.
5.

Authors and artists both communicate with the

reader/observers schema. Correlations to vocabulary
comprehension, literal comprehension,

interpretive

comprehension, and evaluative comprehension are clearly
delineated.
6.

Intervention using visual arts as a method of teaching

reading comprehension was cited; individuals and school district
programs were presented and evaluated by peer journals.
Conclusions
It was concluded that using visual arts in the remediation of
vocabulary comprehension, literal comprehension, interpretive
comprehension, and evaluative comprehension may be a desirable
method. The type of visual activities, interest created, and type of
student involvement all are important in overcoming problems
many remedial students have in comprehending materials.
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Recommendations
On the basis of this study the following recommendations
are made:
1.

Further scientific study to determine if visual arts can be a

significant method as compared to traditional remediation
methodology should be done.
2.

Teachers should use these learning activities for feedback

in grades three, four, and five.
3.

Reading practitioners should evaluate the usefulness in the

remediation of vocabulary comprehension, literal comprehension,
interpretive comprehension, and evaluative comprehension.
4.

Teacher inservice programs should present these learning

activities so their usefulness may be reviewed by other teachers in
grades three, four, five and their ideas shared for the benefit of
pedagogy.
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